Endoscopy Ultrasound from Radial to Linear, Breaking Paradigm
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Abstract

Since the introduction of Endoscopy ultrasound (EUS) in the clinical practice at the beginning of 80’s, the radial echo endoscope (rEUS) was used as diagnostic technique in benign and malignant gastrointestinal lesions for many years, but its lack to take samples for cytology, of sub epithelial or extramural tumors, pancreas or lymph node, brought in to the field the curvilinear EUS (cEUS) which provide an accurate view of the needle tract; These different applications created a false paradigm that all Gastroenterology services should have both scopes, one rEUS for diagnostic and one cEUS for Fine Needle Aspiration (FNA) and therapeutic, “these necessities” compelled a big economical problem to underdeveloped countries by making highly expensive and almost impossible to acquire the scopes.

This is why since 2001, we started to use cEUS not only to perform FNA, but also as a diagnostic technique in upper, and lower gastrointestinal GI tract but also in biliary, liver and pancreatic diseases.

We will review the literature and our experience using cEUS as a multipurpose scope Which is a cost-benefit option for all Gastroenterology Units meaning huge saving resources.
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Introduction

Endoscopy ultrasound in the gastrointestinal tract was first used in humans in the beginning of 80’s; with a prototype [1] demonstrating that the procedure was safe, feasible and provide a good quality real time imaging of gastric wall and pancreas.

In 1984, Tio TL., et al [2] using mechanical radial endoscopy ultrasound (rEUS) reported how this technique help in the staging of different tumors in esophagus, stomach y papilla of vater; later on, the same author showed us it’s utility in the evaluation of biliary tumors [3]. Since then Dr Tio TL published more than 60 papers including a rEUS atlas in 1984, with the time modifications appeared in both sides, endoscope from fiber optic to video and ultrasound probe from mono frequency to multi frequency and from mechanical to electronic, nevertheless this scope did not have the capability to performed biopsy.

Facts with curvilinear Endoscopic ultrasound

In 1991, Vilman P [4,5], employed a prototype by Pentax-Picker and reported the used of curvilinear cEUS in the evaluation of the upper gastrointestinal tract lesions but with more difficulties than radial EUS for diagnostic purpose, however its major application of this cEUS was for tissue sample doing fine needle aspiration (FNA).
A paradigm was created “Radial EUS is the method for diagnostic and staging. Curvilinear EUS is only for FNA” despite this, more effort was done trying to demonstrate that cEUS had the same capability as rEUS for diagnostic and staging [6,7], but always with the same conclusion that cEUS was more difficult than radial for diagnostic and staging.

Additional to cEUS-FNA, another application was introduced to cEUS such as celiac plexus neurolysis [8] and the paradigm remains popular in all teaching centers, but 15 years after the first EUS report that established rEUS as the equipment for diagnostic EUS; in 1997, Gress F., et al. [9], published a paper comparing rEUS Vs cEUS in staging pancreatic cancer with almost the same effectiveness.

The created paradigm according to which an Endosonography had to perform initially rEUS for staging luminal GI tract, biliary, pancreatic or hepatic lesions, followed up by cEUS-FNA, was not congruent due to the required precise vision of the targeted lesion.

Since the 80’s, this paradigm was taught, rEUS for diagnosis and cEUS for FNA and therapeutic; but in need to adapt to the wavering economy of our underdeveloped country, we were compelled to work with the available resources.

For that reason, in 2001 when our Hospital evaluated the possibility to acquire two EUS-scope (radial and linear), they soon realized the economical impossibility of this task. Therefore, only the cEUS was bought, meaning it was going to be used for all purposes: staging luminal and extra luminal lesions (with the sole exception of anal canal lesions) and FNA biopsy.

Like other endosonographers, we found that cEUS was more technically-demanding for evaluation of epithelial and sub epithelial lesions of esophagus, stomach, duodenum or rectosigmoid. This also applied to pancreas, biliary tract, gallbladder and mediastina, but later on it became just as easy as using rEUS; facing our self with the disruption of this paradigm. Indeed, the anatomy is the same what changes is the way we observe it. Once the expertise with rEUS is acquired in a short learning curve, cEUS becomes perfectly maneuverable. Moreover, cEUS can be learned independently from rEUS, meaning it is not necessary to learn rEUS to dominate cEUS.

Medical Literature

A review of the available medical literature using the key words endoscopy ultrasound in PubMed, which includes radial and linear EUS, we found 63956 reports. However, closing the search to linear EUS, only few papers have been written on the use of cEUS as a diagnostic tool, more specifically 121 out of 341 papers. This means that, despite it has passed more than 30 years since endoscopy ultrasound was introduced in medical practice, only few Endosonographers experimented its usage as a multipurpose scope.

Nevertheless, there are some descriptions of the use of cEUS in the evaluation of GI lesions in different locations, such as EGJ, stomach, bile duct, gallbladder and pancreas. All with good performance [10-19].

Discussion

Curvilinear EUS is an excellent tool with Endosonographers resistance to use it for diagnostic purposes. In fact, cEUS has been used for benign and malignant extrahepatic bile duct and pancreatic pathology as it was shown by Giovannini., et al. [20] many years ago, whom demonstrated the different applications of this technique in normal, benign and malignant biliary, pancreas, ampulla of vater and pancreatic duct diseases, and concluded that cEUS was a positive method in the evaluation of pancreato biliary area.

Atsushi Irisawa [21] published a paper in 2011 in which he conducted a survey using a questionnaire to elucidate the current status of radial and curved-linear arrayed EUS in ten Japanese high-volume hospitals. Two types of EUS methods were available; only one institution used cEUS as primary scope for diagnostic and biopsy pancreatic diseases.

Moreover, another investigation in 2000 appeared using cEUS in suspected bile duct stones [22] with overall sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values and accuracy of 100%; 94.7%; 91.7%; 100%, and 96.7%, respectively for bile duct stones.
gallbladder is also feasible to evaluate by c-EUS. Sharma M., et al [23] in 2018 described the techniques of imaging the gallbladder by linear EUS from three different stations.

Overall, these studies mean that cEUS capabilities as a good method for diagnostic EUS is still trying to be demonstrated. In our Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Unit, we have tested cEUS since 2001 for different areas like: evaluation of esophageal and gastric sub epithelial tumor, staging early gastric and EGJ cancer, staging pancreatic tumor and ampulla of vater neoplasia, staging rectal lesions, FNA, and therapeutic purposes, such as the cases with celiac ganglion neurolysis, pancreatic pseudocyst drainage, among others, all of them with good results [20-30].

Conclusion

The paradigm that only radial Endoscopic Ultrasound should be used as a diagnostic scope and linear-EUS as a therapeutic scope has been disassembled. cEUS has been under the stigma of a therapeutic scope but nowadays an increasing number of Endosonography use it for diagnostic EUS, instead of employing rEUS, obtaining the same results as the latter but for the majority, its use is implicit in the daily clinical practice. There has been an increased necessity to handle the cEUS with extreme ability due to its growing field in therapeutic Endosonography. This is very relevant because according to Wei Xu, et al [24], learning rEUS first did not reduce the learning curve of cEUS or vice versa, due to the fact that they are a totally different techniques, suggesting that the training method might be changed.

Since 2001, the use of c-EUS in our unit has been the first choice for any lesion in the GI tract and bilio pancreatic area, except for cases of anal canal. Therefore, our fellows are first learning cEUS, without being previously taught on rEUS, providing excellent results.

Based on this experience we believe that the EUS fellow programs needs to be reviewed in each academic center where this technique is taught, addressing to get Endosonography experts in curvilinear endoscopic ultrasound, where the field in therapeutic is wide but with a plus that we can use this scope in diagnostic procedure. This approach will represent considerable savings for endoscopy units and fellows will develop their needed skills and the made advances may contribute to more investment and development by manufacturers.

The present and the future, especially in therapeutic, is of cEUS, where new applications are constantly appearing. If an endoscopy unit is thinking of acquiring an EUS scope, possibly the best option would be to go for a cEUS, which is the best cost-benefit choice. Some examples of our experience with cEUS as a diagnostic scope are shown in the figures below [25-36].

Figure 1: Elevated body gastric lesion IIa.
Figure 2: c-EUS in 7.5 MHz showing the lesion T1m.

Figure 3: Gastric Lesion Type IIc.

Figure 4: cEUS in 7.5 MHz, understaged as T1SM3 but P-staging was T2.
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Figure 5: SM lesion of gastric fundus from Muscularis propria.

Figure 6: Sub epithelial lesion of gastric body.

Figure 7: cEUS of gastric body lesion: lipoma.
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Figure 8: Sub epithelial antral lesion greater curvature.

Figure 9: cEUS 7,5MHz: SM lesion.

Figure 10: C-EUS, T1 Ampulla of vater tumor

3 months later after endoscopic ampullectomy
Figure 11: Sub epithelial tumor in sigmoid colon.

Figure 12: cEUS, 7.5MHz: Cystic lesion.

Figure 13: ERCP small CBD stenosis Cholangiocarcinoma.
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**Figure 14:** cEUS: CBD T2; N1.

**Figure 15:** cEUS in ultra-small focal hepatic lesion + FNA cEUS.

**Figure 16:** Bile duct w/small stone.
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**Figure 17:** Gall bladder stones by cEUS.
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